
Whales are the largest animals that have ever lived on planet Earth! And the biggest among
them eat some of the tiniest sea creatures, plankton. Find out how and why these majestic
mammals returned to the sea, learn about their diets, migrations, and what we can do to help
care for them. Using inspiration from the lesson, create a watercolor painting of our beloved
local whale species, the Humpback Whale.

M A R V E L O U S  M A M M A L S  ~  W H A L E S

Cephalopod means “head foot.” Let’s dive into the mysterious world of these alien-like sea
animals, including octopus, squid, cuttlefish, and nautilus. Learn how they move, think,
communicate, and defend themselves. After an anatomy lesson, we’ll learn to draw a scientific
illustration of a squid, our most common local cephalopod.

Humans use 5 senses to learn about the world around us. Sharks have even more than five!
Let’s find out how they have used their senses to navigate the open ocean and become the top
predators in the marine food web. After a shark anatomy lesson, we’ll build a papier-mâché
model to show off our sharky knowledge.

Interactive
Virtual
Programs

TO BOOK,  CONTACT:
Hazel  Wodehouse
hew57@cornel l .edu

Art and Science have much in common. Both require careful
observation of the world, and build skills in documenting our

discoveries and ideas. Join us for a scientific and artistic
exploration of some favorite marine topics. 

 
Package includes a pre-recorded science lesson from CCE
marine educator, Hazel Wodehouse, accompanied by step-

by-step art instruction, guided by local artist and CCE art
instructor, Carolyn Munaco. Participants will also receive a kit

of art materials needed to complete each project.
 

 $125 for 7 day access to video, plus $10 per kit
 

Live option: Meet the teachers in an interactive live session!
(additional $50)

ART & SCIENCE PROGRAMS

C E P H A L O P O D S

J A W - S O M E  S H A R K S

FOR SCHOOLS & 
L IBRARIES



Recommended for ages 7-12. Ages 5-6 (with adult assistance)
 

Don’t see what you are looking for?  Contact us to customize a topic that will suit your audience.

Let’s use science to answer questions about the ocean! Students will perform hands-on science
experiments, and make discoveries about topics like marine biology and evolution, water's
unique chemistry, erosion and sand, and more. These activities are safe and easy to do with
items in your own kitchen or classroom, supplemented by our included kit of materials ($10 per
kit). Can be delivered as individual lessons or as a continuous series.

K I T C H E N  M A R I N E  L A B

Dig deeper into ocean topics and get a better understanding of the marine species and habitats that surround us on
Long Island.  Each package includes a pre-recorded science lesson from CCE marine educator, Hazel Wodehouse.

 

 $125 for 7 day access to video
 

Live option:  Meet the teacher in an interactive live session! Students will have the chance to ask questions and
share their own thoughts. Live sessions can also give you more adaptability to different age groups. 

(additional $50)

MARINE SCIENCE PROGRAMS

Learn about the biology and anatomy of sharks and how their bodies allow them to survive in
the vast open ocean. Then, follow along as our Marine Educator demonstrates a dissection of a
real shark! Printable diagrams will be provided so students can identify and label the external
and internal anatomy.

S H A R K  D I S S E C T I O N

Meet some of our local Long Island marine life and get up close with some favorites, like 
 horseshoe crabs, sea stars, puffer fish, and hermit crabs. Learn to identify and categorize the
various groups of marine animals, plants, and algae. Printable identification guides will be
included, or purchase waterproof local Long Island field guides for $5 each. Available April 2021

V I R T U A L  " T O U C H  T A N K "


